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Abstract
Solving modern scientific and engineering problems typically implies using multiple task-

specific software applications and often a complex sequence of computations must be performed.
Adopted approach to achieve the required level of automation is to use one of the many avail-
able scientific and engineering workflow systems, which can be based on different workflow
models. This paper introduces a workflow model targeted to provide natural automation and
distributed execution of complex iterative computation processes, where the calculation chain
contains multiple task-specific software applications which exchange files during the process.
The proposed workflow model addresses a wide range of applications and targets complex cases
when a single iteration of a top-level process may contain multiple nested execution loops. Typ-
ical requirements to process automation are considered as well: execution isolation, data re-use
and caching, parallel execution, data provenance tracking.

Keywords: automation of scientific processes, automation of engineering processes, distributed com-

puting, workflow, dataflow, pSeven

1 Introduction

Solving modern scientific and engineering problems typically implies using different task-specific
software applications. Indeed, scientists actively use programs implementing computational al-
gorithms, numerical methods, models of complex systems; engineers use different CAx tools
and CFD codes. Most real-life challenges require simultaneous usage of multiple software ap-
plications, and often a complex sequence of computations must be performed. The ability to
automate such computations and to reuse their results is an important factor affecting produc-
tivity of scientists and engineers in a wide range of subject domains.
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Adopted approach to achieve the required level of automation is to use one of many avail-
able scientific and engineering workflow systems [1–4, 8, 10–13]. Typically such systems have a
graphical user interface to visually define a computation process (which is often depicted as a
graph) and provide an execution environment needed to perform these computations. In such
cases the sequence of computations is represented as a workflow — a set of interconnected tasks
with well-defined execution order. Similarly to programming languages which traditionally have
been designed with an underlying abstraction whose formal semantics are given by the model
of computation, workflow models of computation (hereinafter “workflow models”) provide the
semantic foundation of the workflow systems [5]. Different workflow models have their strengths
and weaknesses. It is obvious that depending on the problem some workflow models meet the
needs of a researcher or an engineer better than others.

This paper makes a bold attempt to introduce a model of workflow interpretation and
execution targeted to provide natural automation and distributed execution of complex iterative
computation processes (such as Monte Carlo simulations, parameter space searches, blackbox
optimization), where the calculation chain contains multiple task-specific software applications
exchanging files during the process. (Usually such software works with local files, so input
files must be provided to it before invocation, and output files have to be gathered after.)
The proposed workflow model addresses a wide range of applications that require performing
the same calculations repeatedly over different sets of data. Moreover the presented approach
targets complex cases when a single iteration of a top-level process may contain multiple nested
execution loops. In particular, such structure of computations is essential for collaborative
optimization techniques [9] which are quite common in design exploration domain. Besides
that, typical requirements to process automation are considered as well: execution isolation,
data re-use and caching, parallel execution, data provenance tracking.

It has to be noted that the workflow model presented here is an evolved version of the model
employed in the pSeven workflow management system, which is being developed by the authors
for the recent 5 years. This take on the problems of workflow management is based on the
practical experience at applying it to solving real engineering and scientific problems during
the development time.

2 Workflow Model

There are two general approaches to workflow definition — control flow and dataflow. In control
flow the execution order of tasks is defined explicitly, while data is managed implicitly. In
dataflow only data dependencies are defined, and execution order is inferred. Both approaches
have their benefits and are widely used in existing software.

The proposed workflow model is based on the dataflow approach. The main reason is its
inherent parallelism — tasks without data dependency can be always executed in parallel.
Indeed, performance is an important issue in many practical applications, and with modern
hardware and architecture trends parallel execution is the key for effective computations. Other
thing to consider is that dataflow-based workflows are arguably easier to create and understand.
In the control flow approach, user must still be fully aware of implicit data movement to ensure
that each task gets intended inputs in time. On the other hand, dataflow model inherently
guarantees that all data dependencies are satisfied.

In the past decades many studies have been performed in the area of developing the dataflow
programming paradigm [6, 7]. The main distinctions cluster around handling loops and con-
ditions. Both being native elements of control flow, iterative and conditional execution are
hard to naturally describe in dataflow terms. Many dataflow-based workflow systems simply
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take control structures (at least partially) out of the workflow model performing iterations by
some external means [8, 12]. However, this approach has a significant drawback — as control
structures are not a part of the model, they are difficult or even impossible to put together.
Some workflow systems introduce special control flow tasks and the workflow engine treats them
somehow different from the regular tasks [11]. This presence of special tasks noted by the work-
flow engine contradicts the separation of concerns principle and complicates the model. There
are also workflow systems which allow a task to write out data to some subset of its outputs
only, depending on some condition, and thus provide conditional branching [2–4]. Which, com-
plemented with the ability to connect tasks into a closed loop, allows to construct finite loops.
Such workflow models are quite flexible but also error-prone and hard to analyze statically in
order to choose effective execution strategy or detect user mistakes.

The proposed dataflow model is designed to avoid the flaws mentioned above. It supports
arbitrary nesting of control structures (nested loops and conditions), the model itself is quite
simple so most well known dataflow analysis techniques can be applied, all tasks are equivalent
to the workflow engine, and redundant tasks are automatically skipped during execution.

In the proposed dataflow-based model a workflow consists of named tasks. Each task has a
(possibly empty) set of named inputs and outputs, also called ports. Data is transferred through
links — one-to-one directional connections between an output and an input port belonging to
differents tasks. Multiple links targeting to the same input port are not allowed (this prevents
data races). To start execution, every task requires all of its inputs, and when finished it
produces all the outputs (this makes task data caching easy). Cyclic connections are prohibited
to avoid infinite loops.

All unconnected inputs and outputs are considered to be external ports of the workflow
itself. To start the workflow, a set of values must be provided to the external inputs (the input
configuration), and the list of external outputs that have to be evaluated (the required outputs)
must be specified. Please note that there is no requirement to provide values to all the external
inputs. In some borderline cases a workflow can start even with no input values given.

In essence the workflow in the described basic dataflow model is represented as a directed
acyclic multigraph where tasks are nodes and links are edges. This makes it easy to analyze
and execute.

There are two opposite models of dataflow execution: pull and push [14]. Proposed model
combines both approaches: pull is used to preprocess graph and find redundant tasks, push is
used during the execution process. As stated above, in order to start the workflow, the input
configuration and required outputs must be specified. The workflow engine backtraces paths
from the non-required outputs to external inputs, marking all encountered tasks as redundant.
Then it backtraces again but this time it starts from the required outputs and marks all encoun-
tered tasks as essential. If some task is passed on both backtraces, it is considered essential.
As a result all the tasks are either marked as essential and redundant or left unmarked. At
this stage, we can validate that all tasks marked as essential can run with the given input
configuration. Eventually the workflow engine starts launching tasks, propagating the input
configuration through the workflow but ignoring redundant tasks, and execution stops when
there are no tasks to launch. Note that ignoring redundant tasks here means that even if all
input values are pushed to a redundant task, the workflow engine will not start it in order
to save computational resources. As it is already validated that all essential tasks can start,
reaching all required outputs of the workflow is guaranteed.

Please note that although the unmarked tasks are completely useless in pure dataflow
paradigm (since they do not produce any data needed to deduce required outputs), they can
also be started. The algorithm under consideration executes the unmarked tasks that depend
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on essential ones, while leaving out those unmarked tasks that depend only on redundant ones.
This is because in practice such tasks are typically used to export data somewhere outside the
dataflow model, for example for data logging, hence such a rule seems reasonable.

Figure 1: Conditional execution

Evidently branches of execution depend on what outputs are required, and if there are no
required outputs then no tasks are started. Figure 1 shows an example of task marking. Only
the output a is required so task A becomes essential and task B becomes redundant. Tasks C
and D remain unmarked, however, C will be executed because it depends on the essential task
A, while D will be not because it depends on the redundant task B.

Despite the dataflow-based workflow model described above obviously handles more sophis-
ticated cases as well, it still cannot represent iterative processes and conditions.

To achieve this we introduce the final element of the proposed model: composite tasks. From
the outside, a composite task does not differ from any other task at all — it has inputs, outputs
and complies with the execution rules described above. The difference is within: composite tasks
have separate sets of internal outputs and inputs, which are in turn connected to its internal
dataflow. Internal ports do not correspond to external ones in any predefined way, and logic
of this connection is the main responsibility of a composite task. Composite tasks can contain
other composite tasks thus enabling arbitrary nesting, hence dataflow becomes hierarchical.
Such hierarchy is useful even with no regard to loops and conditions since it provides a way to
conveniently structure the workflow.

When a composite task is started, it can execute its internal dataflow multiple times, possibly
in parallel. On each internal iteration, a composite task defines input configuration and required
outputs for the embedded dataflow through its internal ports.

Consider the map (apply-to-all) function that applies another given function to each element
of an input list, returning a list of results. This is a fairly generic function which can also be used
in place of a stateless loop (where iterations do not depend on results of the previous ones). The
Map task representing this function (see figure 2) receives a list of values to its external input
xlist , passes each element of this list through its internal dataflow using the internal output x,
collects all results from the internal input f and finally outputs the list of results to external
output flist . All iterations are independent, so they can be executed in parallel in arbitrary
batches, achieving performance scalability.
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This way any stateless iterative process can be represented as a composite task; stateful
iterators are also possible because in addition to external-internal connection logic a compos-
ite task can define state logic as well. More to that, composite tasks that request subsets of
their internal inputs can implement generic conditional structures such as if...else or switch.
The Condition task (see figure 2) defines conditional logic applied to processing input x. The
Condition input receives a Boolean value or an expression that evaluates to a Boolean; de-
pending on it, the task makes either of its internal inputs Ftrue , Ffalse as required. Conditional
execution of nested tasks then takes place, similarly to the case described above (see figure 1).

Figure 2: Map and Condition composite tasks

Importantly, on each level of hierarchy the very basic dataflow model is preserved. This
allows to employ well-known methods of static analysis and execution scheduling.

3 File Management

It is obvious that using files is inevitable in complex real-life computations. In particular this is
the case when some tasks represent interaction with third-party software (CAD/CAE systems
being a good example). Improper use of files can break the dataflow model and lead to undefined
behavior (including race conditions and loss of determinism), since the filesystem can serve as
a shared memory, creating implicit interdependencies between tasks which are invisible to the
workflow engine. While this is an important issue, it is not a fundamental problem because there
is always a way to avoid such invisible communications. For the purpose of further discussion,
we assume that the filesystem is used properly: tasks are well isolated, they never try to modify
files owned by other tasks, and the workflow engine is informed in advance in case when one
task wants to read files produced by another.

There are specific requirements to file management in a workflow. First and foremost we
must take into account the distributed execution that requires a transparent way to exchange
files between tasks. Second, as tasks can be executed in parallel, possible data races and name
clashes must be considered. Finally, workflows often process significant volumes of data, so
performance is a concern as well. Let us analyze two widespread approaches to file exchange
with these requirements in mind.

First, we can manage files using a general-purpose network filesystem that makes some
directory with files accessible on all nodes executing a distributed workflow. In this case file
exchange can be as simple as exchanging file paths. The strength of this approach is that the
workflow engine does not even need to be aware of file management in a dataflow, provided
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that all tasks are well-behaved. On the other hand it is a weakness too, because avoiding data
races fully depends on a workflow. More to that, distributed network filesystems are hard to
configure, platform-dependent, and possibly insecure. As of performance, it is quite limited
outside of tight computational clusters.

Other approach is to send file contents directly through output ports, creating a separate
port for each file. Unlike previous, this approach requires no additional administrative setup
and, with a special effort on the side of the workflow engine, can be optimized to satisfy
performance requirements. It is also worth mentioning that in the dataflow model treating files
as regular data automatically prevents data race conditions. Unfortunately, the requirement to
create a dedicated port for every file is too restrictive. Consider a task that outputs a number
of interdependent files, and this number is not known in advance. In such a case it is impossible
to create the proper number of output ports beforehand. Packing the directory containing
output files into a single archive, in order to send it through an output port, can sometimes
be an acceptable workaround. However this implies spending extra computational resources to
pack and unpack the archives, which by the way is completely redundant if the communicating
tasks run on the same node. Moreover, one or more output files are often designated as “main”
files which reference other files directly or indirectly; thus the task that writes files also has to
inform dependent tasks about which files are selected as main. For example, many iterative
solvers tend to generate some state or result file on each iteration, and the number of iterations
(hence the number of files) cannot be known in advance. Fortunately such solvers also write
out a file that includes references to all generated files (so this is the main file). Following the
approach under consideration, the task representing such a solver requires at least two output
ports: the first to transfer the archive with all output files, and the second to pass information
about the designated main file. Eventually, the abovementioned aspects make declaring all files
as ports inefficient and often impractical in real-life applications.

The first approach is very commonly used in HPC clusters, and the second one is popular
in existing dataflow systems. Both, however, have important limitations. To overcome these,
we suggest our own file management technique integrated with the dataflow model proposed in
the previous section.

Assume that whenever a task outputs files, it is allowed to write only to its own sandbox.
The sandbox is just a local directory, so any task can access it natively. Sandboxes are organized
in accordance with the hierarchical workflow structure (see figure 3) and provide certain level
of task isolation.

A task is allowed to read sandboxes of other tasks. In the case of distributed execution, the
whole sandbox structure exists on each node, but everything except the task’s own sandbox is
empty by default. For example, when some task B receives a file from a task A, the workflow
engine allows the receiver task B to select which files from the task’s A sandbox it needs to
read. Workflow engine uploads these files to the node where the task B is running, so this task
gets access to the files it requested. Obviously if the tasks A and B are running on the same
node, no data transfer has to be done.

Depending on network configuration, files can be transferred either directly between task
nodes or through some main node. At the end of workflow execution, however, all sandboxes
must be synchronized to the main node in order to preserve the run history. This requirement
comes from the fact that files created during workflow execution are often of value, and that
we have to provide traceable history of calculations. Traceability here means maintaining
an unambiguous mapping of resulting files to the input data for each task execution. When
hierarchical structure and flow control blocks are not involved, it is simple, as each task in a
valid dataflow gets executed exactly once. But when loops come to play, effort has to be made
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/

Task/ ............................ sandbox of some top-level task
Composite/ ....................... sandbox of some composite task

Subtask/ ............................... nested task sandbox
Composite Subtask/........... the model supports arbitrary nesting

...

...

Condition/ ........................ sandbox of the Condition task
Task 2/ ................. sandbox of the task selected by condition

Map/ ................................. sandbox of the Map task
#0/ ................. 1st element of the input list is processed here

Task 1/..............................nested task sandbox
Task 2/........................ another nested task sandbox

#1/ ................. 2nd element of the input list is processed here
Task 1/..............................nested task sandbox
Task 2/........................ another nested task sandbox

#2/

...

...

Figure 3: Sandbox structure

to match sandboxes with the input data.
Proposed nested sandbox structure makes this possible. Consider the previously described

Map composite task — it can process its input array in arbitrary order and in parallel. As we
can see from the figure 3, the task’s Map sandbox contains multiple subdirectories — one for
each iteration. A natural name for an iteration directory is the index of the processed element in
the input array. However the workflow engine cannot match runs of the Map internal dataflow
with the input array indices on its own. It is simply unaware of the logic this particular
composite task represents. (As already mentioned there are no special tasks, all of them are
equivalent from the engine’s point of view and are treated according to the unified rules.) To
ensure correct naming, the composite task itself is responsible for the name of each iteration
and must pass this name to its internal dataflow along with the the input configuration and
the list of required outputs.

4 Design Optimization

To illustrate practical advantages of the proposed workflow model, we consider a typical en-
gineering challenge — design optimization. At the highest level of abstraction the goal is to
find such values of parameters of a design model that its certain characteristic (the objective)
is minimized while certain constraints, usually given in the form of inequality, are satisfied.
In practice there are many different design optimization problem statements, for the sake of
brevity we will focus on a very simple one.

Assume that each evaluation of the objective function requires sequential launch of two
separate software tools, while in order to evaluate constraints only the first tool is required.
Indeed to calculate constraints it is often enough to have mass inertial characteristics provided
by a CAD tool along with a geometry model, while to evaluate objectives it is necessary to pass
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this modified model to a CAE tool.
In terms of the proposed workflow model there are three actors at play, represented as

tasks: an optimization algorithm that drives the process — the Optimizer composite task; a
software tool that takes design parameters, writes out an updated design model and calculates
constraints — the CAD task; and another software tool that accepts the design model and
calculates the objective function — the CAE task. (See figure 4.)

Optimizer is a composite task with the CAD and CAE tasks nested inside it. At the
beginning, Optimizer waits for an initial point X0 to start with. Once X0 is received, iterations
begin — Optimizer supplies values of design parameters X and requests the value of objective
function F , values of constraints C, or both. When the optimal solution is found, Optimizer
outputs it to ports Xs, Fs, and Cs. Please note that the Optimizer is different from a simple
loop (which can be implemented by the Map task) in one important aspect — its internal
iterations are not independent, so the task is intrinsically stateful.

When Optimizer requests only values of constraints C, the workflow execution engine does
not run CAE as this task is redundant. On the other hand, when Optimizer requests only value
of objective function F , then both CAD and CAE tasks are launched, and values of constraints
are sent to Optimizer as well even though it did not request them. This is so because values of
constraints are calculated anyway as side product of objective function evaluation. In such a
case it is up to the optimization algorithm to decide whether to use such values or just ignore
them.

Now consider file management aspects of the above process. As already mentioned, the
ability to easily navigate files generated during the workflow execution process is crucial in
real-life cases. In the current example it is essential to be able to identify those output files of
the CAD and CAE tasks that correspond to a particular design point.

Optimizer employs the ability to specify iteration names of its internal workflow in order
to organize sandboxes of the CAD and CAE subtasks in the natural order, grouping them
by design points 1 (figure 4). Such organization does not necessarily conform to the order of

Figure 4: Optimizer composite task

1In case it is impossible to add values of parameters to the directory name, as shown on figure 4, an additional
file can be created by Optimizer in its sandbox to store parameter values and associated directory names.
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/

Optimizer/ ................ sandbox of the Optimizer composite task
X=(0.0,0.0)/....... design point with X = (0.0, 0.0) is processed here

CAD/ ..........................sandbox of nested CAD task
Model.STL ......... design model written out by the CAD task

CAE/ ..........................sandbox of nested CAE task
Model.log ........... some useful file written out by CAE task

X=(...)/ ..... another design point (only constraints C were requested)
CAD/ ......................... sandbox of nested CAD block

...

Figure 5: Optimizer task sandbox

evaluations. For example Optimizer could first evaluate constraints at some design point then
evaluate the objective function at exactly the same point but few iterations later. Despite
this the sandboxes of both subtasks will reside in a single subdirectory associated with this
particular design point. Consequently, this enables rather straightforward implementation of
a task input-output cache, which allows saving computational resources. For example, when
Optimizer requests the value of the objective function at the point where constraints have
already been calculated, it is desirable to skip running the CAD task since it has already been
run with the same input. To do this, we have to store output files generated by the CAD task
(which are already in place, stored in the task’s sandbox) and corresponding values of tasks’s
input and output ports — which can be saved to the task’s cache file. It is important that the
task cache has to store only port values, thus keeping the caching mechanism lightweight and
simple.

Finally, after optimization is done, the Optimizer sandbox would contain generated files and
evaluation data, all structured in a convenient and natural way.

5 Conclusions

Workflow-based computations are a useful tool which enables domain experts to automate parts
of their work without requiring professional programming skills. However there are some long
standing problems in different workflow models that complicate or even disallow using them in
certain scenarios. For the dataflow model, most notable difficulties are iteration and conditional
execution, especially with arbitrary nesting.

Outside of the workflow model, file handling is often a separate issue. Distributed exe-
cution makes manual file management impractical even for advanced users, so it must be a
responsibility of the workflow management system.

As a solution, a workflow model with integrated file management is proposed. It has been
successfully applied to model a number of complex engineering use-cases and is currently being
implemented into a next generation commercial workflow management system, pSeven.
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